Significance of spikes recorded on electrocorticography in nonlesional medial temporal lobe epilepsy.
Whether spikes recorded by intraoperative electrocorticography imply active epileptogenicity has not been adequately addressed. We performed preresection and postresection electrocorticography on 47 patients with nonlesional medial temporal lobe epilepsy who were undergoing surgery for the treatment of medically refractory epilepsy. A standard anteromedial temporal lobectomy was performed on all patients, with no additional resection, regardless of electrocorticographic findings. Patients were divided into two groups: Group I (no seizures or rare seizures) and Group II (recurrent seizures). Recorded spikes were analyzed for distribution and spike discharge rate. On preresection electrocorticography, 83% of Group I and 82% of Group II had spikes in the anterior temporal lobe. The spike discharge rate was equally distributed between high frequency and low frequency for both groups (not significant). Although spikes localized to the posterior temporal neocortex were seen more in Group II (64%) than Group I (39%), this was not a significant difference (p > 0.1). Most of these patients had a low-frequency spike discharge rate. On postresection electrocorticography, 80% of Group I and 75% of Group II had residual spikes. The majority of these had a low-frequency spike discharge rate and were localized to the margin of resection. We found no correlation between residual spikes on preresection and postresection electrocorticography and outcome. These findings do not support the role of intraoperative electrocorticography in guiding mesial temporal lobe resection.